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The organisation is founded in 2012 year and we have already on our account: 

- The participation in 3 projects within the status of partner organization; 

- The implementing of 17 activities through the support of local self-government and business sector;  

- The members of the organisation are actively involved in the "Erasmus+" programme and have taken 

part in 12 international projects;  

- The volunteers - participants of the program "European Voluntary Service" are actively involved in the 

work of organisation and we have realized 27 activities together. 

 

Our mission: 

To get closer Georgian and European youth, foster in their relations, to set up/develop the cooperation, 

and foster in the realization of common work.  

 

Our goals: 

- To establish the contacts with the peers on the national and international levels; 

- To get know/learn about Georgian history, culture, traditions, protect and promote cultural traditions 

and cultural heritage; 

- To get know/learn about the history, culture, traditions of European countries;  

- To support the youngsters to be involved in civil life actively; 

- To foster in the rehabilitation of the meaning of knowledge and learning amongst the youngsters, to fill 

the information gap; 

- To foster in the using of free time rationally, in the establishing of healthy life style, its promotion;  

- To protect the rights and freedom of youth, lobbing/protecting of their interests regarding central and 

local authorities, different state and commercial bodies; 

- To learn about ecological and social problems, searching for the ways if their solving, active involving in 

the solutions of concrete problems. 
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PROJECT NAME AND CONCEPT 
 
 

 

 

 

G.I.V.E. (Global Illimited Volunteering Energy) 

- is based on the idea of building a global community under the principles of Global Education. 

 

“Education that opens people’s eyes and minds to the realities of the globalized world and awakens 

them to bring about a world of greater justice, equity and human rights for all. Global education is 

understood to encompass development education, human rights education,  education for sustainable 

development, education for peace and conflict prevention and intercultural education; being the global 

dimension of education for citizenship.”  

Maastricht Global Education Declaration (2002) 
 

This EVS project aims to: 
 
- use a Global education to foster citizens’ awareness on social justice and sustainable development; 

- help youngsters, organisations and communities to understand the complex realities and processes of 

today’s world and develop values, attitudes, knowledge and skills that will enable them to face the 

challenges of an interconnected world; 

- promote acceptance of otherness and interdependency thus creating the conditions for others to 

express themselves and build behavior of solidarity; 

- promote the values that EU was bull in: “The Union is founded on the values of respect for human 

dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the 

rights of persons belonging to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in a society 

in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and 

men prevail.”  

Article 2 of the Treaty on the European Union 

 

DATES AND PLACE 
 

DATES and PLACE 
 

The project will take place in Ozurgeti, Georgia from January to December 2017. 

 

SHORT CLIP ABOUT OZURGETI 
 

“EuroClub” Hosting organisation for G.I.V.E. (Global Illimited Volunteering Energy) project. 

 

www.facebook.com/GeorgiaEuroClub/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xE4-DDenYms
http://www.facebook.com/GeorgiaEuroClub/
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- helping in the preparation of the workshops dedicated to different youth topics and 

European integration, preparing materials and searching for some possibilities of youth 

collaboration on international level;  

- promotion of the volunteerism, to organize/implement variety of the activities, 

informing the local youngsters about different youth opportunities;  

- organizing the camps, which provide the local youngsters with non-formal learning, 

through the trainings and workshops, outdoor, leisure activities;  

- organize international celebrations (Europe Day, Volunteers Day and etc.) or any other 

kind of international events. 

- helping in the work with "Children Daily Care Center", "Charity Association Guria", 

"Family type Children`s house" and similar bodies, which main beneficiaries are the 

youngers with fewer opportunities from different age groups and supposing various 

cognitive, educational and artistic activities will be very valuable for them. 
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PROFILE OF THE VOLUNTEER 

The way we define the profile for the volunteers is based more on motivation than on skills. 
We believe motivation to be the driving force of someone who intends to be an 
international volunteer: motivation to learn, to share, to listen, to acquire skills, to GIVE ;-) 



Two volunteers will take part in the project and they have to be:  

 
  Between 18 and 30 years-old; 

  Available to be part of G.I.V.E. project during 12 months (in 2017) on a full-time project 

(up to 35 hours per week); 

 Able to live and work in a multicultural and cooperative environment; 

 Willing to learn and develop the project under Non Formal Education methodologies; 

 Able to  work  with  everyone  (all people  involved  from different teams  and 

projects) with availability, interest, kindness and smiles; 

 Interested in acquiring experience in local youth projects implementation; 

 Willing to share personal interests, skills and values with other youngsters; 

 Empathic with others (within the team, volunteers, youngsters or other participants 

in local activities and daily life of the organisation but also in common living arrangements – 

the more personal side of the project at EVS flat); 

 Interested and able to find solutions for the common good; 

 Able to understand and accept the consequences of his/her behavior; 

 Willing to develop his/her autonomy; 

 Interested   in   intercultural   and   intergenerational   learning   and   dialogue, 

accepting its difficulties and embracing its challenges. 

 

In the frames of project: 
 

 Will be reimbursed the travel costs of the volunteers from Portugal to Georgian and back  

within the available budget for the Erasmus+ Programme;  

 The volunteers will have a Health insurance be provided under Erasmus+ Programme; 
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 The volunteer will share a double room with another volunteer in a flat with other volunteers 

(the flats are located in central Ozurgeti (around 5/10 minutes from “EuroClub” office); 

 Si/he will work up to 35 hours per week, Monday to Friday and occasionally on weekends 

(time compensations will be arranged); 

 Pocket money will be given at first week of the month; 

 The money for food at first week of the month; 

 Georgian Language Course  (32 hours) will be conducted for the volunteers;   

 The volunteers will have a regular meetings with the mentor, mentor helping her/him to 

develop the learning, social skills and improve the process of integration; 

 The volunteer will  take part in the trainings provided by SALTO EECA (OAT: on-arrival training 

and MTM: mid-term meeting); 

 The volunteers will receive the Youthpass (www.youthpass.eu) after the end of the project. 

 
 

 
 

If you just read this and consider yourself as a person 

willing to expect the unexpected, this placement is for you!  

We`ll wait for you impatiently  



 

Contact person: 

 

 Irakli Mzhavanadze     

i.mzhavanadze@yahoo.com 

www.facebook.com/irakli.mzhavanadze2  

 

 
 

 

http://www.youthpass.eu/
mailto:i.mzhavanadze@yahoo.com
http://www.facebook.com/irakli.mzhavanadze2

